
Profitable Combination

> The combination of solar power and green roof

      holds many advantages for investors:

> Increase in the yield of the 
photovoltaic system by approx. 5 % 
due to the green roof‘s cooling output 
The green roof provides cooling 
through evaporation, thus increasing 
the output of the solar power system 
by approx. 5 % in contrast to strong 
heat-retaining roof surfaces.

> A green roof protects the roof mem-
brane and extends its lifespan

 This contributes to long and trouble-
free operation of the solar power 
plant. The green roof build-up also 
protects the roof membrane during 
routine maintenance work on the solar 
power plant.

> Systems secured by a superimposed 
load do not require anchor points and 
are more cost-effective

 Solar power plants secured by a green 
roof build-up neither penetrate the 
roof membrane or substructure, nor 
do hey need heavy individual superim-
posed loads. They are also more cost-
effective as they are less complicated 
and therefore easier to install.

> A green roof offers fire protection
 The green roof build-up as a “hard 

roof” prevents fire from spreading.

> Rainwater retention and a reduction in 
rainwater fees

 Depending on their location, exten-
sive green roofs retain 40 – 70 % of 
the annual precipitation, a fact that 
many municipalities reward with lower 
wastewater fees.

> Secure against wind
 Wind load reports and wind tunnel   

tests assure the correct calculation of 
superimposed loads.

> Fulfilment of environmental require-
ments and image advertising

 Fulfilling nature protection demands is 
not the only benefit – sustainable con-
struction methods create a positive 
image.
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Optigreen-System Solution “SolarGreenRoof”Installation steps for the “Sun Root” product solution
The economic combination of green roof and solar power

-10° +30°

30 – 50 %

Solar power plant anchored in the roof
substructure without roof greening.

A combination of solar power and green roof.:
“SolarGreenRoof” secured by a superimposed 
load.

- Higher water retention
- High evaporation and  
 cooling
- Minimum surface  
 discharge

               50 – 70 %

-30° +80° - Lower water  
 retention
- Low evaporation
- High and fast
 surface discharge

5 %

95 %
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300 mm

2320 mm

1000-1200 mm

>200 m
m

Benefits and functionality

1  Optigreen suction and capillary fleece type 600 K
2  Optigreen “Sun Root”
3  Module support
4  Solar power module

1. How it works
> The Optigreen system solution “SolarGreenRoof” is a spe-

cially developed system that reliably secures the base for 
the solar power modules (“Sun Root”) through the superim-
posed load of the green roof build-up.

> The vegetation also grows beneath the modules, enabling 
the largest possible roof surface area to be greened.

2. The “SolarGreenRoof” 
  is distinguished by perfectly coordinated components.

1

4

6

7

5  Gravel strip
6  Suitable substructure, roof membrane (root proof pursuant to  

EN 13948), Optigreen protective storage fleece type RMS 500
7  Green roof build-up: Optigreen System Solution “Economy Roof”**
8  Adequate clearance: > 200 mm; prevention of shadows.

3

5

2

*

* 2320 mm (1000 mm module) or 2740 mm (1200 mm module).
** Build-up height depends on the height of the building, the wind zone and the terrain category.

8

Optigreen-System Solution “SolarGreenRoof”



1  Level build-up depends 
on the wind load (wind zone,
building height, terrain
category, distance to the
edge, dry weight of the
substrate and module size)
pursuant to Optigreen
specifications.

2  The standard incline of 
the “Sun Root” is 30°.
Flexible adjustment is
possible with a “Root
Flex” retrofit kit.

3  The “Sun Root” product
solution is a drainage
element stabilised by “root
stiffeners”. The green roof
build-up provides a
superimposed load to
counteract tilting through
wind force. The solar power
modules are held securely in
place.

4  Rainwater is conducted 
underneath the modules by 
600 K suction and capillary 
fleece (works on counter 
slopes of up to 5 %): pro-
vides water to the plants 
and cooling through evapo-
ration.

5  Circumferential
drainage system

1
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3. Benefits
> As the solar power plant is held securely in place by a su-

perimposed load it is not necessary to penetrate the roof 
substructure or any other parts of the building’s substance.
This in turn makes expensive roof sealing work equally un-
necessary.

> The system design enables narrow rows of modules and 
thus the highest possible yield on smallest areas.

> The “Sun Root” solar module support is a multi-functional 
component combining a number of advantages: It supports 
the solar power modules, provides drainage for the plants 
and is quick and easy to install.

> Although the “Sun Root” is a lightweight component it 
is nonetheless highly stable and rigid due to its root-like 
form; it is extremely resistant to wind and does not need 
any bracing.

> Solar power modules measuring 1000 mm and 1200 mm 
in height can be installed. Larger modules are available on 
request.

> The “Sun Root” has an incline of 30°, the ideal angle of in-
clination for maximum power yield. The Root Flex System 
Track allows you to change the angle of inclination and to 
adjust the height of modules on uneven roofs.

> Rainwater dripping off the modules is collected and con-
ducted underneath the modules by means of a capillary 
fleece.

> Excess rainwater is collected and stored. 
This guarantees a safe water supply for the 
plants, a high degree of water retention and 
therefore effective cooling through evapora-
tion.
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PLEASE SEND ME FURTHER
INFORMATION:

„SolarGreenRoof“ planning aid

Personal consultation

Technical BRoSchuRe Green roofing 

with further system solutions

company

contact partner

Telephone

Fax
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> FAX RESPONSE UK: + 44 (0) 207 117 1664
  D:  + 49 (0) 75 76 772-299 

Optigreen provides an installation drawing 
for installing the “SolarGreenRoof” system 
solution from Optigreen. The “Sun Root” so-
lar module support is then installed accord-
ing to the drawing.

The 600 K suction and capillary fleece is then 
laid out beneath the rows of solar modules.

A combination of green roof and solar 
power plant requires cooperation be-
tween various trades (roofers, landscape 
gardeners, solar power engineers) al-
ready during the design phase.
The quality of the roof membrane must
correspond to the intended use; it must 
be root-proof pursuant to EN 13948. 

 

The Optigreen partner company is re-
sponsible for installing the “SolarGreen-
Roof” components including the fixing 
profiles for the solar modules. The mod-
ules themselves are fitted by a solar 
power engineer who also carries out all 
electrical work. It is important that the 
plants do not cast shadows onto the so-
lar modules; meaning gravel strips must 
be laid out in front of the modules.

You can plan and tender your green roof/
solar power combination project in co-
operation with Optigreen, depending 
on the desired yield, building situation 
(height, position and wind zone).
Optigreen’s engineers will take the wind
tunnel test results into consideration to
provide an overview of superimposed 
loads and system loads for installing the 
solar modules and the corresponding 
green roof build-up.

The remaining “Sun Root” solar module 
supports are also installed according to the 
drawing.

optigreen extensive substrate [b] is applied 
on top of the 600 K capillary fleece [a]. if nec-
essary vegetation mats [c] are laid out around 
the edges.

The module fixing profiles are screwed to the
connection brackets integrated in the “Sun 
Root” supports.

Installation steps for the “Sun Root” product solution
Step by step
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The solar power panels are now fitted. The
installation of vegetation in the form of Se-
dum shoots and seed is the final step in the 
process.

[a]

[b]

[c]

4. Installation steps

5. Noteworthy information on design and implementation

1 2 3

4 5 6
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